Kendall & Kylie Jenner
This tribute is so overdue and long awaited for two living legends and rising bosses
I'm talking about Kendall and Kylie Jenner the two younger queens of the Kris Jenner water faucet –
no longer are Kendall and Kylie in Courtney's, Kim’s or Khloé’s shadows
Kendall's amongst the highest paid supermodels Kylie is now Forbes status a walking billionaire castle –
as the world turns relationships for the sisters has evolved to babies, happiness, Kanye, and Travis Scott
I'm talking more Meghan Markle & Prince Harry stories where love and babies will
always supersede racial or trivia plots –
see for me as a man I have a thing for beautiful women who are hustlers, genuine, classy, and real
not to mention Kris' babies are quarters on the eyes who fully understand their worth an exotic sex appeals –
Kendall and Kylie are brands that have transcended makeup and fashion
it seems like these goddesses are leading the pack at every turn with
their eyes open like Oyezzz with their music blasting –
so its no wonder why conglomerates have been chasing these goddesses even underground like Waka Flocka
in fact Kris, you and Diddy should monetize brokering a movie deal called Kris’ Angels
evolving the legacy of Big Poppa –
its a fact no one has exceeded their industries like these girls I can't knock it or downplay it
speaking freely arguably top five sisters alive hate it, like it, or love it I'm not afraid to associate it –
and some of you ladies leading attributes are your smiles, elegance, your swag, and your grace
what’s even crazier to this very day every single race one of
you goddesses are either pushing or leading the pace –
so it’s undeniably clear Kris you were extremely focused even when social media waters
were choppy and wavy
not to mention instilling success and boss qualities while feeling the reality TV and
social media booms would eventually go crazy –
so for me, Kris, sincerely thank you its a blessing to understand your flight, your vision, and your aspirations
and for all of you that are secretly hating, Kendall and Kylie are built to shine
with or without your reservations –
although I lost count as a loyal fan I'll continue to celebrate the family and support the pledge
it would be such an honor if Kris' Angels would holla and grace social media with a
like & repost shouting out Oyezzz –
see in life its nothing wrong with showing and reciprocating respect and love from every angle
not to mention the pleasures of simply seeing females winning so until its over
I'll always have a soft spot for #kris’angels –
To Kris and your angels I hope individually and collectively you can find it in your hearts and daily paths to
explore and support Oyezzz as I'll continue to support you in all your endeavors.

Be sure to check out Kim Kardashian, Mass Incarceration v. The Politicians, and so much more.
Your likes, repost of link, tags, and hashtags are sincerely appreciated.
When time permits I would love to collaborate with you ladies individually or collectively about the power and
your presence with Oyezzz apparel.
Not to mention, Kris, respectfully you can't deny - Kris' Angels screams a blockbuster movie as well as a global
brand.
Written (09/14/18) by Clifton A. Jackson

